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Teaching is a tough gig, it can feel overwhelming, thankless 
and frustrating BUT I know you are in that classroom for a 
reason. You want to make a difference, to open up the world to 
the next generation and give them more opportunities. 

To do this you need support. You can’t do it alone. I’ve been 
where you are now and I know what it’s like, which is why I 
have created this invaluable survival guide to help you through 
the educational jungle! 



A change is as good as a rest! There can be a danger of becoming stuck in 
teaching. Same school, same four walls, same children (or at least for a few 
years at a time), same management, same problems. 

Change keeps our mind active, it keeps us feeling alive. Instead of going 
through the motions day after day, change keeps us awake and pushes us out 
of our comfort zone which makes us better, more engaged teachers but also 
supports our mental health. 

This change could be a big move such as transitioning from primary to 
secondary (like I did), perhaps taking on a more pastoral role to free you 
up from the classroom a bit more or simply jumping at the opportunity to do 
more courses, get out and be re-inspired (not to mention enjoying a nice, free 
lunch)!

There is no right or wrong here. It’s about opening your mind to change and 
looking for new opportunities that excite you. 

1. Be a chameleon.

Teaching is all about planning and accountability, right? You are the expert 
organiser so why not use these skills to your advantage and plan in some fun. 

Think about what you could do on a weekly basis that you can look forward 
to. Perhaps you can pursue a new hobby or take up an old one.

Think back to your childhood...what activities would you ‘lose yourself’ in for 
hours? It doesn’t matter what it is as long as it’s got nothing to do with teaching 
- and if you are doing it with a fellow teacher, make sure you don’t talk shop!

“Teaching will take 100% of you if you let it!
You must keep 20% of you for yourself.”

The best advice I was ever given - by my Mother-in-law and ex-EYFS teacher

2. Plan in  fun



Ok so bear with me on this one! At least once a week, try staying at school 
late. Commit to a cut-off point (however late the caretaker allows!) and walk 
out the door free as a bird with just your handbag. This really helps you ‘cut 
off’ as soon as you walk out of the door - you can use your commute home 
to truly unwind, knowing there is nothing ahead of you except a hot bath, a 
few episodes of Handmaids or a nice glass of your favourite Sauv. I found this 
so liberating, especially when I was used to being physically weighed down 
with books.

To help you do this, plan ahead - prioritise your work (you will never actually 
get to the bottom of the to do list anyway), and consider buddying up with a 
like-minded teacher to keep you accountable. Then you can skip out together 
feeling light and free :-)

3. Go home with just your handbag

I found many ways to cheat the marking game (some I had better not share 
here)! Peer assessment was my favourite, and as a bonus it can be an incredibly 
effective teaching and learning technique. 

I loved practical activities that used whiteboards and computers, rather than 
getting the kids to write everything in their books. We also naturally did a lot 
speaking, listening and reading work. The lessons I organised were fun and 
engaging for the children but also served me. I was always mindful to create 
lessons that wouldn’t leave me overwhelmed with workload after the lesson 
was over. 

If you are feeling like being especially cheeky here, give the year 10 teacher’s 
pet an apprenticeship and get him/her to do some marking or even get the 
older children to mark the work of the younger year groups. In fact, the lovely 
girl in question is now training as an MFL teacher so my ‘generosity’ paid off 
for her. Win-win!

4. Reduce  Marking



It gets so tiring teaching the same curriculum every year;  it impacts on your 
energy, enthusiasm and tolerance. For your sake and the children, try and 
shake things up a bit and get out of that classroom!

Perhaps you could arrange an exchange, a trip or simply more exciting 
lessons outside the confines of a classroom (I used to take my year 8 classes 
to La Tasca every year!)

I know this sounds like a load of work...but actually whenever I was planning 
trips I became way more efficient with the rest of my work to accommodate it, 
as I had my eye on the bigger picture (no time for procrastination over which 
croissant image I should use for my y8 class!) 

Plus I got to escape those 4 walls for a whole week when I ran a school 
exchange to Madrid, and did zero teaching while I was there! I got to just sit 
back and enjoy seeing the kids blossom in front of my eyes. 

It felt like I was physically ‘zooming out’ of my life at school and seeing how 
insignificant most of those hoop jumps really were...and I returned with a new 
perspective (and stopped sweating the small stuff).

5. Give your teaching  purpose



Setting expectations and boundaries in your classroom is standard, but have 
a think about how you can create rules that actually serve you and help to 
reduce your workload.

An example could be training the children to pick up their dictionary on their 
way in and replacing them on the way out.  Reward them for using it. This 
saves your energy handing them out and nurtures a space for independent 
learning which is good for everyone in the classroom.

Tough group? Implement the ‘7P4 strategy’! 7P4 was The. Toughest. Group. 
Ever. This group had a wide range of challenges and difficulties, including a 
high proportion of SEN and travelling kids.  

The strategy is simple; divide the class into teams and reward reward reward! 
I would allocate points FOR ANYTHING positive I could see (usually this had 
nothing to do with Spanish)! Make it fun, competitive, and engaging. Forget 
teaching Spanish - teach them how to be kind & civil FIRST, then the language 
learning can happen (even if it’s just during the last 10 minutes)!

Seriously...I had members of SMT dropping by to observe this ‘magic spell’ I 
seemed to cast on the infamous group. I’d be sought out in the staffroom by 
terrified trainees to coach them in my technique. It was bonkers. But it worked!

Strategies like this allow you to use peer pressure to your advantage as it 
sorts the behaviour out for you. Consider it a game of ‘divide and conquer’, 
then smile as you walk out of the classroom feeling accomplished instead of 
defeated!

6. Create smart classroom  habits



This is something I took HUGE advantage of, when so many teachers didn’t!  I 
used to dread a 5 period day. I’m actually an introvert (yes - really), so being 
‘ON’ for 5 hours solid was such a drainer for me. 

I would book the ICT suite as far in advance as the system would allow me to 
to ensure I could have just 1 lesson where I wasn’t the key focus. There are 
so many fab online resources out there  - as a languages teacher I used 
Purple Mash, Languages Online, LinguaScope... ooh and my KS3 kids 
LOVED that fab BBC series ‘Mi Vida Loca’. 

I would strategically ensure that I NEVER had to stay in the confines of my 
classroom for a 5 hour day. (It was especially brilliant if I wangled the Friday 
period 5 slot with 10K4…) Seriously - you must start doing this if you’re not 
already. We are meant to be facilitators after all...

7. 5 period day / no PPA time? Book the ICT suite!

You know when you are at your best. You know what works for you. 
Remembering to listen to your own body and taking action on the cues it gives 
you will mean you are far more productive when you are working and rested 
when you are not. 

This might mean getting up early if you are an early bird or working later if you 
are a night owl. It might mean planning ahead and blocking off time in your 
calendar if you are on your period. It might mean batch cooking your meals 
in advance so that you can keep your body nourished and energy high. 

Managing your energy means doing what’s right for you and organising your 
work around your needs -  not the other way around.  As per #4 - if you know 
you have reports or parents’ evening coming up, clear your diary in advance 
and plan simple, pupil-led lessons as much as possible (or book the ICT suite)!

8. Manage your energy,  not your time



If you had the flu or a stomach bug, you would take time out. You would 
recognise that you are not able to perform or recover when trying to teach 
and simultaneously control a classroom. 

Why then, do we find it so difficult to give ourselves the same break when it 
comes down to our mental health?  

Looking after our wellbeing requires a holistic approach. Sleep, food, 
hydration, human connection and rest. If we are lacking in any of these, then 
our mental and eventually physical health will suffer. 

If you need a sick day to take care of your health in the middle of term, take it! 
The consequences of not taking that time are far greater. 

In these moments, it’s important to keep things in perspective. None of this is 
life or death! Consider my past student Nathan Birstall, who ended up with a 
D instead of an A in his French GCSE. He was disappointed, but it didn’t stop 
him going on to be a filmmaker. 

French wasn’t his priority, he let one of his plates come crashing down...he 
had to prioritise. 

Like we all do! Keep your eye on the big picture and remember you are at the 
centre of it. It’s our job to give our pupils the keys to the castle - what they do 
with them is largely down to them.

9. Take a mental health day



An exit strategy can give you peace of mind. It doesn’t mean you ever have 
to use it - but there is nothing worse than feeling trapped. 

An exit strategy is just a plan B. An idea of a future beyond Ofsted, work 
scrutinies and low pay. A world beyond the classroom! Sometimes just 
knowing what this could be is enough to change your perspective of your job 
COMPLETELY. It’s life-changing.

If you don’t have an exit strategy, I have a quick and affordable solution to 
give you peace of mind. 

Just click below to find out more.

10. Have an exit  strategy

How to plan your 
exit strategy

I’d love to hear if any of these strategies have helped you - please hit 
‘reply’ and let me know!

Ellie x
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